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Abstract—Bioinformatics researches use applications that
require large computational capabilities regularly provided by
cluster and grid computing infrastructures. Researchers must
learn tens of commands to execute bioinformatics applications,
to coordinate the manual workflow execution and to use
complex distributed computing infrastructures, spending
much of their time in technical issues of applications and
distributed computing infrastructures. We propose the BioUnaGrid infrastructure to facilitate the automatic execution of
intensive-computing workflows that require the use of existing
application suites and distributed computing infrastructures.
With Bio-UnaGrid, bioinformatics workflows are easily
created and executed, with a simple click and in a transparent
manner, on different cluster and grid computing
infrastructures (line command is not used). To provide more
processing capabilities, at low cost, Bio-UnaGrid use the idle
processing capabilities of computer labs with Windows, Linux
and Mac desktop computers, using a key virtualization
strategy. We implement Bio-UnaGrid in a dedicated cluster
and a computer lab. Results of performance tests evidence the
gain obtained by our researchers.
Keywords; Bio-UnaGrid; grid computing; cluster computing;
bioinformatics; BLAST; mpiBLAST; desktop grid; UnaGrid;
LONI Pipeline

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today genomic projects involve the use of two
complementary approaches: cluster computing which allows
to aggregate homogeneous computational resources for a
specific research group or organization, and grid computing
which aggregates heterogeneous computational resources of
different organizations to support larger computational
capabilities in e-Science projects.
High performance computing (HPC) infrastructure, such
as cluster or grid computing, provide results in shorter time,
however when bioinformatics researchers want to execute
applications, they face several consuming time problems: a)
there are many application suites to run different analysis, so
researchers must learn command line syntax (options, input
and output files, distributed execution environment, etc.) for
hundreds of applications. b) Researchers must learn
commands to manage and use distributed computing
infrastructures. c) Applications require specific and complex
configurations to operate in distributed environments. d)
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Researchers frequently execute a set of applications in a
sequential and/or coordinated manner, called pipelines or
workflows. Workflows are regularly manually executed by
researchers, so they must wait an application finishes, before
executing the next. e) Very often researchers want to execute
applications that require larger processing capabilities than
those provided by dedicated computing infrastructures, so
they must wait weeks or months before getting their results.
Different approaches have been developed for solving
these problems partially on dedicated computing
infrastructures. In this work we propose and evaluate an
integral infrastructure that allows bioinformatics researchers,
requiring large computing capabilities, to focus in
bioinformatics analysis and not on technical computing
issues of distributed computing infrastructures. The
infrastructure, called Bio-UnaGrid, allows researchers to
define workflows using graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and
drag and drop tools provide by the LONI Pipeline [1]
application. Workflows are executed and distributed in a
transparent manner on a grid infrastructure. To support larger
processing capabilities to those provided by dedicated
infrastructures, Bio-UnaGrid also uses the UnaGrid [2]
desktop grid infrastructure. UnaGrid permanently takes
advantage of the idle processing capabilities available in
desktop computers, while students do their daily activities.
Several existing bioinformatics application suites have
been ported into Bio-UnaGrid. Performance tests were
executed using the BLAST algorithm and its distributed
implementations using query segmentation, provided by
NCBI BLAST [3], and database segmentation, provided by
mpiBLAST [4]. Test results show that Bio-UnaGrid allows
to define workflows and to execute them on dedicated and
desktop grid infrastructures, providing speedups 10 times
higher than the speed on a desktop computer.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the
related works. Section 3 describes the BLAST application,
the UnaGrid infrastructure and the LONI Pipeline
application. Section 4 details the Bio-UnaGrid architecture,
including its integration with MPI (Message Passing
Interface) applications. Section 5 describes the
implementation deployed on a university campus. Results
and performance tests are described in Section 6. Section 7
concludes and presents future work.
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II.

RELATED WORKS

Bioinformatics projects require the use of application
suites for analysis that regularly require large computing
capabilities. An analysis executed like a sequential
computational job on a personal computer, may take weeks
or months. Cluster computing infrastructures solve this
problem aggregating the computational capabilities of
several homogeneous computers, a cluster, to parallel
execute a set of computational jobs. In a computational
cluster there is a cluster master, a computer that submits a
subset of jobs to other cluster computers: the slave nodes.
Computational clusters are created by individual research
groups to support their computational requirements.
Grid computing emerged as a technology that allows
different organizations with common goals to create a virtual
organization (VO) to share resources such as data, hardware
and software. A grid computing infrastructure can group a
great number of heterogeneous resources to support the
computational requirements of the VO. In a grid
infrastructure a set of computational jobs can be distributed
among clusters belonging to different administrative
domains. A drawback of this approach is that grid
infrastructures require complex management processes.
To execute a bioinformatics analysis on a cluster or grid
infrastructure, the application must be wrapped or designed
to operate on these infrastructures. Wrapped application
adapt an existing standalone application so it can be executed
in parallel like a set of smaller and independent jobs, this
approach is known as bags-of-tasks (BoT). In applications
designed to operate on distributed infrastructures, a single
job is automatically executed using several processes
executed coordinately in a computational cluster or grid,
using, regularly a MPI implementation.
Like BLAST, other bioinformatics applications are
frequently used by researchers to execute different analysis
in a coordinated and dependent manner, called workflows or
pipelines, which require HPC infrastructures. The manual
and command-based workflow execution requires
bioinformatics researchers to spend most of their time in:
configuring application parameters, managing HPC
infrastructures, managing scientific data, and linking partial
results from one application to another. Several projects have
been developed to facilitate the automatic workflow
execution in other scientific fields. Projects like Khoros [5],
3D Slicer [6], SCIRun/BioPSE [7] and Karma2 [8] for image
processing; MAPS [9] for brain images; Trident [10] for
oceanography; Kepler [11] and Swift [12] for agnostic area;
MediGRID [13] for biomedical; Pegasus [14], OpenDX
[15], and Triana [16] for heterogeneous applications;
Taverna [17] is a framework to executed bioinformatics
applications in distributed environments using MyGrid [18]
middleware.
Most of workflow tools have limitations for
bioinformatics applications such as: they require applications
to be recompiled or modified, they support internal data
sources with specific data structures; they operate with
specific platforms, and cluster or grid middlewares; they are
designed for solving needs of specific scientific fields; and
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they regularly require researchers to use complex commands
involving consuming-time tasks.
Although dedicated cluster and grid infrastructures
provides large computational capabilities, in a university or
enterprise campus there are tens or hundreds of desktop
computers that are under-utilized. Some clusters or grid
solutions take advantage of the idle computing capabilities
for e-Science projects, these systems are called Desktop Grid
and Volunteer and Computing Systems (DGVCSs). Several
DGVCS solutions has been developed using different
approaches, solutions and architectures, including
SETI@home [19], BOINC [20], OurGrid [21], Integrade
[22] and UnaGrid [2].
From the conducted survey and our experience working
on the field, we concluded that an infrastructure allowing
existing bioinformatics applications to be easily incorporated
without modifications in workflows created through GUIs
and executed on different HPC infrastructures is needed. The
infrastructure also must allow the use of different data
sources (internal and external), and the incorporation of MPI
applications commonly used in bioinformatics projects. For
getting results faster the infrastructure should operate on
dedicated computing infrastructures and on DGVCS that
take advantage of the idle processing capabilities of tens of
desktop computers with different operating systems. BioUnaGrid integrates the capabilities of LONI Pipeline and
UnaGrid to provide these features.
III.

LONI PIPELINE, UNAGRID AND BLAST

A. LONI Pipeline
LONI Pipeline [1] is a free framework used to execute
neuroscience workflows (see [23]); however its design and
implementation allows any command line application (like
most bioinformatics applications) to be incorporated. From a
computational perspective, LONI differs from other
workflow tools in several features: it does not require
external application being recompiled, it supports external
data storage sources, it is hardware platform independent,
and it can be installed on different cluster or grid
middlewares using the Pipeline plugin Application
Programming Interface (API) [1]. From a research user
perspective LONI was designed having in mind features like
usability, portability, intuitiveness, transparency and
abstraction of cluster or grid infrastructures.
LONI Pipeline uses a client/server model. The server is
installed on the master computer of a computational cluster,
managed by a distributed resource management (DRM)
system such as Oracle Grid Engine (OGE). LONI uses
standard execution commands, so any applications executed
through command line can be incorporated without requiring
recompilations or new developments. An application is
defined and loaded in the server through a GUI, defining an
XML file, called a LONI Module that contains information
about path application executable, and number and types of
input and output parameters.
LONI client is a lightweight and standalone Java
application that can be executed on Windows, Linux or Mac
desktops. A researcher connects through the LONI client
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with the LONI server, using a customizable authentication
protocol (LDAP, Database, etc.). The LONI modules are
downloaded into the client and the researcher can begin to
create workflows using simple drag and drop tools provided
by an intuitive GUIs. Once a workflow is created, the
researcher can begin its validation and execution. The
workflow is executed (no commands are required) on the
HPC infrastructure available for the master of LONI
Pipeline. During its execution the researcher can disconnect
of the LONI Server, and reconnect to query the partial results
and to monitor the workflow state.
B. UnaGrid solution
UnaGrid is a DGVCS, developed at Universidad de los
Andes, which provides the processing capabilities required
by applications of different research areas at a university
through the use and deployment of Customizable Virtual
Clusters (CVCs) composed dynamically on demand, and
executed on conventional desktop machines with Linux,
Windows or Mac operating systems. The UnaGrid solution
does not require applications to be recompiled or rewritten,
and it has been used in projects of different research areas for
executing BoT applications [2].
UnaGrid is a DGVCS that takes advantage of the idle
processing capabilities of desktop computers within
computer labs, in a non-intrusive manner, through the
execution of Customized Virtual Clusters (CVCs). A CVC is
a set of commodity and interconnected physical desktops
computers executing virtual machines (VMs). While a
student do his/her activities, a VM, playing a slave role of
the CVC, is executed as a low-priority and background
process on each desktop computer used by a student. A
dedicated machine for the CVC plays the role of the cluster
master. All of these VMs in execution make up a CVC,
which has the operating system (mainly Linux), applications,
and middleware required by the research group.
This model allows researcher to continue executing
applications within their native environments, guaranteeing
high usability of the infrastructure. Users access a CVC
through a SSH connection to the CVC master. The use of
virtualization tools such as VMware, Oracle Virtual Box,
Citrix or Microsoft System Center, allows adding and taking
advantage of the capabilities of tens or hundreds of machines
in computer labs that have Windows, Linux or Mac
operating systems, as well as the faculty to assign and limit
the resources consumed by the VMs.
When a research group requires its CVC, they can deploy
it on demand using a novel Web application called GUMA
(Grid Uniandes Management Application). GUMA allows
deploying on demand a previously configured CVC. A
researcher securely access GUMA (using a Web browser)
and defines the size (number of VMs) of the CVC he/she
requires. GUMA automatically deploy the VMs on selected
desktops, hiding the complexities associated with the
location, distribution and heterogeneity of computing
resources, and providing an intuitive graphical interface.
GUMA also provides services for selection, shutdown and
monitoring of physical computers and VMs. GUMA offers
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high usability to the UnaGrid solution, using the on-demand
approach.
C. BLAST algorithmn
BLAST is a heuristic based application widely used to
search for similarities between a set of biological sequences
S and sequences in a database D. Wrapped applications using
the NCBI BLAST implementation use the query
segmentation approach. In this case a sequence query set S is
divided in n subsets of sequences Si. Each subset Si is
compared with the complete database D. A number n of
NCBI BLAST independent jobs are executed on a
computational cluster. Each independent job, executed by a
cluster slave, compares a subset Si with the database D. After
the n jobs have been executed, the files generated by each
job are merged in a single file containing all results.
Query segmentation offers great performance when the
complete database D can be stored on the RAM memory of
each cluster node. mpiBLAST adds database segmentation.
mpiBLAST divides a sequence database D in m subsets Dj,
and the sequence set S is compared with each subset Dj in a
coordinated manner. A search using mpiBLAST is executed
through a single mpiBLAST job executed coordinately on m
slave nodes (logical MPI cluster) of a physical computational
cluster. Each logical slave node compares the sequence set S
with a subset Dj, and partial results of all logical slave nodes
are stored in a unique shared file.
Several BLAST variations modify BLAST algorithm to
execute relevant specific analysis and accelerate searches
[24] such as PSI-BLAST, PHI-BLAST, Mega-BLAST
MPBLAST, WU-BLAST2 and BLASTZ. Other BLAST
solutions adapt or implement BLAST to operate efficiently
on specific computing infrastructures [24]. BLAST solutions
such as HGBS and FPGA-based BLAST require specialized
hardware. BLAST implementation for dedicated cluster
computing infrastructures are BeoBlast, NBLAST, Soap-HTBLAST,
mpiBLAST,
Hyper-BLAST,
dBLAST
parallelBLAST,
BLAST.pm,
Parallel
BLAST++,
ScalaBLAST, pioBLAST and avaBLAST. These solutions
use processing scheduling systems like Condor, PBS, OGE
or Torque, and distributed storage systems like NFS or
PVFS.
Solutions such as TurboBLAST, GBTK, GridBLAST
CloudBLAST, G-BLAST, PackageBLAST and mpiBLASTPIO, operates on dedicated grid computing infrastructures
with standard middleware like Globus. W.ND BLAST [25],
BOINC BLAST [26], and BLAST on BitDew [27], use the
processing capabilities of DGVCSs to execute searches.
W.ND BLAST only operates on Windows desktops. BOINC
and BitDew require every application being modified.
IV.

BIO-UNAGRID INFRASTRUCTURE

We propose the Bio-UnaGrid infrastructure, which was
designed to facilitate to bioinformatics researchers the use of
bioinformatics applications, the automatic execution of
workflows, and the use of HPC infrastructures. With BioUnaGrid bioinformatics researchers can use the processing
capabilities of dedicated computational clusters, and the idle
processing capabilities provided by the UnaGrid DGVCS.
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U
Using the LON
NI features, Bio-UnaGrid allo
ows that existiing
aand new bioinfformatics appliication can be easily integratted
aand used by researchers without been recompiled or
m
modified. Curreent version of LONI
L
Pipeline does not support
thhe execution of MPI appllications such as mpiBLAS
ST,
hhowever, Bio-U
UnaGrid suppo
ort the executio
on of this type of
aapplications.
A
A. Bio-Unagriid Architecturee
Bio-UnaGriid is based on
n the integratiion of two maain
ssolutions: LON
NI Pipeline an
nd UnaGrid. The
T Bio-UnaGrid
aarchitecture is shown
s
in Figurre 1.
The LONI Pipeline Clien
nt is the main
n entry point of
bbioinformatics researchers to the Bio-UnaGrrid infrastructu
ure.
R
Researchers use the LONI cllient to connecct with the LO
ONI
P
Pipeline Serverr, through an authentication
a
process
p
againsst a
U
User Databasee. Each researccher receives a username and
da
ppassword. Afteer authenticatio
on the research
her can view the
t
bbioinformatics applications in
nstalled on thee LONI Pipeliine
SServer through
h the LONI Piipeline Client, and he/she can
c
pproceed to create the workfl
flows, using th
he bioinformatics
L
LONI Module Library,
L
drag an
nd drop, and otther tools.
For each LONI
L
Module (a bioinformatics application),
thhe researcher must define th
he input and output
o
parameteers
((which can tak
ke values succh as strings, path files, paath
ddirectories, num
mbers and relaated lists), and how each LO
ONI
M
Module is con
nnected with other LONI Modules of the
t
w
workflow. A siingle LONI Module
M
may be used to execu
ute
sseveral jobs, fo
or example if the BLASTn LONI
L
Module of
thhe NCBI BLA
AST suite, recceives as inpu
ut parameters ten
t
ssequence query
y files and a database, lik
ke nt, the LO
ONI
P
Pipeline Serverr will execute ten independen
nt BLASTn job
bs,
eeach one com
mparing a sequ
uence query file
f
with the nt
ddatabase. Once a workflow haas been created
d, researchers can
c
eexecute it, seending it to the LONI Pipeline
P
Servver.
R
Researcher can
n monitor and
d visualize th
he status of the
t
w
workflow, and download parttial results, thro
ough GUIs of the
t
L
LONI Pipeline Client.

Thee LONI Pipelinne Server is a ddedicated server with the
master component off a DRM such as OGE installled locally.
The LO
ONI Pipeline SServer receives the workflow
ws sent by
researchhers; divide thee workflows inn individual jobbs and send
them, iin an order maanner, to the D
DRM Master. The DRM
Masterr distributes thee jobs to the D
DRM Slaves whhich can be
runningg on a Dedicatted Processingg Cluster or onn a CVC of
UnaGriid, composed of VMs exeecuted on heteerogeneous
desktopp computers, w
which we will call CVC DRM Slaves.
Thee Dedicated Processing C
Cluster is peermanently
availabble for researchhers; however itts capabilities aare limited.
To proovide more prrocessing capaabilities, the C
CVC DRM
Slaves can be deployyed on demandd using the GU
UMA Portal
of the U
UnaGrid infrasstructure. Befoore a researcherr execute a
workfloow or duringg the workflow
w execution, hhe/she can
access the GUMA Poortal using a username and a password.
Througgh GUMA Porttal researchers define the execcution time
and nnumber of vvirtual machinnes (VMs), previously
configuured by the UnnaGrid support team, he/she rrequired for
the w
workflow exxecution. GU
UMA Portall deploys
bioinfoormatics VMss on differeent desktop computers
distribuuted along com
mputers labs inn the universitty campus.
When tthe CVC DRM
M Slaves are tturn on by GU
UMA, they
contactt the DRM Masster. The DRM
M Master begins to submit
individu
dual jobs to CVC
VC DRM Slavess.
A SShared Storagge System is uused to store the LONI
Modulees, the binariees of bioinform
matics applicaations, and
input aand output dataa required for the workflow execution,
includinng genomic databases. T
The DRM M
Master, the
Dedicaated Processingg Cluster andd the CVC DR
RM Slaves
access the Shared Storage Sys
ystem during workflow
executiions. During w
workflow creatiion researcherss can select
local filles of the persoonal computer where the LON
NI Pipeline
Client is executedd, and these files are transferred
automaatically to the L
LONI Pipelinee Server and sttored in the
Sharedd Storage System
m.
Forr executing woorkflows bioinnformatics reseearchers do
not havve to worry aboout applicationns’ commands oor complex
HPC innfrastructures. They only neeed to define workflows
using ddrag and drop ttools provided by LONI Pipelline Client,
and run
un workflows using a singlle click. Workkflows are
executeed faster and tr
transparently oon dedicated cllusters, and
on tenns or hundredds of commodity desktop computers
provideed by UnaGrrid. When a workflow iss finished,
researchhers can downnload the resuults of all LON
NI modules
using G
GUIs, and theyy are ready too do their bioiinformatics
analysis.
B. Bio informatics appplications on B
Bio-UnaGrid
Thee process tto incorporatte existing and new
bioinfoormatics appliccation suites, llike NCBI BL
LAST, into
Bio-UnnaGrid infrastruucture are summ
marized in fivee steps.
1) IInstallation annd configuratioon of the appliccation suite
on the Shared Storagge System: Thiis installation iis executed
from thhe LONI Pipeliine Server.
2) C
Creation of a L
LONI Pipelinee Module usingg the LONI
Pipelinne Client for eaach executablee of the suite: ffor this it is

Figure 1. Bio-Un
naGrid architecturre.
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nnecessary to id
dentify the inpu
ut and output parameters
p
of the
t
eexecutable, speecifying its dep
pendences and data
d types.
3) Individual tests for ea
ach LONI Pip
peline Module of
thhe suite from the
t LONI Pipelline Client.
4) Storage of the LONI Pipeline Mod
dule in the LO
ONI
P
Pipeline Serverr.
5) Using the
t
modules from workflo
ows created by
bbioinformatics researchers in
n the LONI Pipeline Client.
C infrastructuree’s
. This proccess is executeed by the HPC
ssystem adminiistrator only once for each
h bioinformatics
aapplication. After a LONI Module for a bioinformatics
aapplication is created, all reesearchers can
n use it in th
heir
w
workflows. Th
his process alllows new applications to be
aagilely incorporated, facilittating the creeation of mo
ore
ccomplex workfflows. Our exp
perience in the deployment of
sseveral applicattion suites show that any app
plication that can
c
bbe used from the
t command line can be in
ntegrated into the
t
B
Bio-UnaGrid so
olution.
C
C. MPI applica
ations on Bio-U
UnaGrid
At the timee of this develo
opment, LONII did not support
M
MPI applicatiions. To allo
ow the execcution of MPI
M
aapplications,
we
develo
oped
a
wrapper,
w
callled
m
mpiJobManageer, which usees the Distriibuted Resourrce
M
Management Application
A
AP
PI (DRMAA). DRMAA allows
ssending and monitoring
m
job
bs executed on
o computation
nal
ccluster using a Distributed Resource
R
Manaager (DRM) su
uch
aas the Oracle Grid Engine (OGE). To execute
e
an MPI
M
A
Application, su
uch as mpiBLA
AST, a research
her uses the MPI
M
L
LONI Module of
o the MPI app
plication to speecify the numb
ber
oof MPI processes to be ussed. MPI LON
NI Modules are
a
rreceived by th
he LONI Pipelline Server and
d executed on
n a
D
DRM Slave (a dedicated serv
ver or desktop computer) usiing
thhe mpiJobMan
nager wrapper.
When an mpiJobManager
m
r job is executted, it executess a
L
Linux script, called launcherrMPIJob. The launcherMPIJJob
sscript sends an
a MPI job to the LONI Pipeline Servver,
sspecifying the process
p
number of the job. Th
he LONI Pipeliine
SServer receivess the MPI job an
nd proceeds to
o execute it on the
t
D
DRM slaves. During
D
its execu
ution, the MPI job is monitorred
bby the LONI Pipeline Serveer using the mpiJobManag
ger.
B
Because of th
he design off the LONI Pipeline Serv
ver,
rresearchers can
n query the resu
ults of a wholee MPI job but not
n
thhe status of its individual processes.
V.

IMPLLEMENTATION

Bio-UnaGriid was implem
mented at Un
niversidad de los
l
A
Andes, involv
ving the currrent bioinform
matics dedicatted
pprocessing clu
uster from th
he Departmen
nt of Biologiccal
S
Sciences, somee dedicated serrvers and a co
omputer lab with
w
W
Windows desk
ktop computeers from the Department of
S
Systems and Computing Engineering. Bio-UnaGrid
B
was
w
im
mplemented to
o support several genomic prrojects related to
ccoffee, potato and
a cassava, which
w
seek gen
nomic analysis to
im
mprove coffeee, potato and cassava
c
producction affected by
ddifferent biolog
gical organismss that decreasee their productiion
[28] [29]. The implementation
i
n is illustrated in
i Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Bio-UnaGrid im
mplementation.

Thee LONI Pipelinne Server verssion 5.0.2 andd the DRM
Masterr of OGE verssion 6.2 updatte 5, were insttalled on a
dedicatted server. Wee use an NFS
Sv3-NAS (Network File
System
m version 3 - N
Network Attachhed Storage) soolution like
the Shaared Storage Syystem. The Dattabase User waas installed
on a deedicated serveer using MySQ
QL version 5.11.5. On the
dedicatted cluster ussed by the Department of Biological
Sciencees composed byy 6 servers eacch one with an Intel Xeon
X5560 Quad Core proocessor of 2.8 GHz and 4 GB
B of RAM,
was insstalled the Slavve component of OGE, so thhese servers
now caan process jobs sent from LON
NI Pipeline Cliients.
To ttest the perform
mance of bioinnformatics appllications on
the dessktop computerrs, a CVC witth 21 VMs waas deployed
on a ccomputer lab w
with Windowss 7 desktops computers,
which hhave an Intel ii5 processor off 3.46 GHz annd 8 GB of
RAM. On the CVC we installed D
Debian 4.0 andd the Slave
componnent of OGE, sso these VMs ccan also processs jobs sent
from L
LONI Pipeline Clients. VMs were configuured with a
CPU coore and 4 GB of RAM. All nodes are inteerconnected
throughh 1 GbE annd 10GbE linnks and faultt tolerance
mechannisms were connfigured for BooT applicationns using the
OGE caapabilities.
Fouur bioinformatics application suites have beeen installed
on the Bio-UnaGrid iimplementationn: NCBI BLAST version
2.2.20, HMMER verssion 2.3.2, InteerProScan versiion 4.6 and
mpiBLA
AST version 11.6.0. Because mpiBLAST requires the
use oof an MPII implementtation, the MPICH-2
implem
mentation verssion 1.2.7 w
was installed. 21 LONI
Modulees were createdd for the appliccation suites: 6 for NCBI
BLAST
T (BLASTn,, BLASTp, BLASTx, tBLASTn,
tBLAS Tx and MEG
GABLAST); 3 for HMME
ER (Build,
Search and Calibratee); 11 for InteerProScan (BlaastProdom,
Coils, Gene3D, PIIR, Panther, Pfam, SEG, SMART,
SuperF
Family, TIGR
Rfam and fP
PrintScan) annd 1 for
mpiBLA
AST.
Ressearchers now
w can executte these bioiinformatics
applicaations from woorkflows. An example of a workflow
createdd through thee LONI Pipeeline Client w
with these
applicaations, and exxecuted on thee HPC infrasstructure is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A bioinformtics workflow execuuted on Bio-UnaGrrid.

During th
he workflow execution bioinformaticss
rresearchers can
n see the status of the complete workflow,
aand of each individual LONI
L
Modulee (Completed,,
R
Running, Queu
ued, and Waitin
ng). In the work
kflow shown in
n
F
Figure 3, all filees (query, datab
bases and FAS
STA) are stored
d
inn the Shared Storage Systeem. This work
kflow is being
g
eexecuted on th
he configured distributed
d
infrrastructure and
d
rresearchers do not
n have to usee any command
d; all workflow
w
ooperations are executed
e
using GUIs.
VI.

PERFORMANCEE TESTS AND RESULTS
E

Bio-UnaGriid support ded
dicated clusterrs and desktop
p
m
machines; wee executed performance
p
tests
t
in both
h
eenvironments, in
i the dedicateed cluster and in
i the UnaGrid
d
C
CVC. We seleccted the high popular
p
BLAST algorithm to
o
eexecute thesee tests. A detailed tim
me-performancee
ccharacterization
n for the execu
ution of BLAST
T (using queryy
ssegmentation) and mpiBLA
AST in clusster and grid
d
innfrastructures can
c be found in
n [30] and [4] respectively.
r
For testing
g the perform
mance of Bio
o-UnaGrid forr
eexecuting BoT applications we
w used the NCBI
N
BLASTn
n
aapplication, varrying the numb
ber of CPU corres and the sizee
oof the sequen
nce set. We executed
e
BLA
ASTn searchess
bbetween nucleo
otide sets of 480
4 (487 KB) and 960 (954
4
K
KB) sequences, and the nt dattabase (28 GB)). The searchess
w
were executed
d using 5, 10,
1
15 and 20, BLASTn
n
inndependent processes
p
(B
BoT BLASTn
n). In both
h
eenvironments each independ
dent process was executed
d
uusing a CPU core
c
to compaare a sequencee set with thee
ccomplete nt dattabase. We usee query segmen
ntation, using a
L
LONI Module, for dividing th
he sequence seets in the samee
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numbber of processses; subsets of 96, 72, 448 and 24
sequeences were useed for the 480 ssequence set.
A
All tests were eexecuted 3 tim
mes and we calculated the
averaage time. Two metrics were used in the peerformance
tests,, the execution time and the sspeedup. The sppeedup is a
meassure that indicaates the improovement in thee execution
time of a parallel allgorithm when it is comparedd with same
algorrithm executedd in a sequeential manner [31]. The
sequeential searchess were executted in a deskktop of the
UnaG
Grid CVC andd in a server of the dedicatted cluster,
usingg a standalonee BLASTn seaarch. Sequentiaal searches
weree executed usinng a single C
CPU core. Thee execution
timess of the sequenntial searches with the sets oof 480 and
960 sequences on the dedicatedd server were 6,436 and
13,1440 seconds reespectively, annd on the dessktop were
12,2888 and 19,488 seconds.
T
The execution ttimes of the searches on thee dedicated
clusteer and the UnnaGrid CVC, uusing BoT BL
LASTn, are
show
wn in figure 4.

Figuure 4. Execution time of BoT BLA
ASTn searches betw
ween sets of
480 and 9960 sequences, andd the nt database.
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Results in Figure
F
4 show that the executtion time of thee
ssearches in both
h environmentts, decrease wh
hen the processs
nnumber (CPU cores) is incrreased (except in the search
h
w
with 960 sequ
uences on the dedicated clu
uster using 20
0
pprocesses). Tak
king as referen
nce the executiion time of thee
ssequential searrches on each environment, we calculated
d
thhe speedups sh
hown in Figure 5. The executtion time of thee
ssearch with 48
80 sequences on
o the dedicateed cluster wass
rreduced from 6,436
6
to 589 seeconds (using 20
2 processors),
pproviding resullts 10.9 times faster (10.9x)). On the Bio-U
UnaGrid CVC
C the executio
on time was reduced from
m
112,288 to 936 seconds,
s
using 20 processors (13.1x faster).
F
For the search with 960 sequ
uences, the exeecution time on
n
thhe dedicated cluster
c
was red
duced from 13
3,140 to 2,152
2
sseconds when 15 processors were used (6.1x faster), and
d
oon the Bio-Un
naGrid CVC frrom 19,488 to
o 1,946 second
d
uusing 20 processsors (10x fasteer).
For testing the execution of MPI appliccations on both
h
eenvironments, we executeed the samee tests using
g
m
mpiBLAST. In
n these tests we
w executed MPI
M processess
ccoordinated on 5, 10, 15 and
d 20 CPU cores. In each test,,
thhe additionall process caalled mpiJobM
Manager wass
eexecuted in ano
other CPU corre (this is the reason
r
to show
w
221 OGE Slav
ves on Figurre 2). We used
u
databasee
ssegmentation to
o divide the database
d
in 5, 10, 15 and 20
0
ppartitions usiing the mp
piformatdb in
nstalled with
h
m
mpiBLAST, ussing a LONI Module.
M
The ex
xecution timess
oof these searchees using mpiBL
LAST are show
wn in Figure 6.
T
The speedups for
fo these search
hes are shown in
n Figure 7.

Figuure 7. Speedups oof mpiBLAST searrches between setss of 480 and
960 ssequences, and thee nt database.

S
Similar to prevvious tests, using mpiBLAS
ST on both
envirronments, in m
most tests the eexecution time is reduced
whenn the numberr of processoor is increasedd. On the
dediccated cluster thhe execution ttime for the ssearch with
480 ssequences wass reduced from
m 6,436 to 2,815 seconds
whenn 15 processorrs were used (22.3x faster). O
On the BioUnaG
Grid CVC thee execution ttime was reduuced from
12,2888 to 2,597 secconds, using 200 processors (44.7x faster).
For tthe search withh 960 sequencees, the execution time on
the ddedicated clustter was reduceed from 13,140 to 4,154
seconnds when 20 pprocessors weree used (3x fastter), and on
the B
Bio-UnaGrid C
CVC from 19,4488 to 5,255 seecond using
20 prrocessors (3.7xx faster).
R
Results from Fiigures 5 and 7 show that Biio-UnaGrid
can pprovide speeduups similar or higher to thosse provided
by a dedicated cluuster, decreasiing the result generation
time when the num
mber of processes is increasedd. Using the
idle processing capabilities, Bio-UnaGrid provides
addittional processiing capabilitiees to those pprovide by
dediccated computaational clusterss, decreasing more than
13.1 times (13.1x)) the executionn time of bioiinformatics
workkflows.
VII. CON
NCLUSIONS AND
D FUTURE WOR
RK

F
Figure 5. Speedu
ups of BoT BLAST
Tn searches between sets of 480 and
d
960 sequences, an
nd the nt database.

F
Figure 6. Executiion times of mpiBLAST searches beetween sets of 480
an
nd 960 sequences, and the nt database.
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W
We proposed Bio-UnaGrid,, an infrastruucture that
allow
ws bioinformaatics researchhers to easiily define
workkflows using G
GUIs and exeecute them onn different
clusteer and grid coomputing infraastructures withh a simple
clickk. Bio-UnaGriid is highly extensible aas existing
bioinnformatics appplications can be incorporateed without
modiifications. Witth Bio-UnaGriid, researcherss focus on
analyysis of applicaation results, nnot on technicaal issues of
distriibuted computting infrastructtures. To take advantage
of m
more processingg capabilities, besides usingg dedicated
compputing infrastruuctures, Bio-U
UnaGrid also uuse the idle
proceessing capabillities of tens or hundreds oof desktop
compputers commonnly available inn computer labss.
W
We implementeed Bio-UnaGrrid in a dedicaated cluster
compposed of 6 serrvers, and a coomputer lab w
with several
bioinnformatics appplication suites such as NCB
BI BLAST,
HMM
MER, InterProoScan and m
mpiBLAST. Peerformance
tests with NCBI BL
LASTn and mppiBLAST show
w that BioUnaG
Grid can reducce the sequenttial execution time up to
13.1 times fasteer. These reesults show promising
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opportunities for bioinformatics researchers to get results
in shorter times using the idle processing capabilities
available in computer labs using Windows, Linux or Mac
desktops.
As future work, we will incorporate more
bioinformatics applications suites in Bio-UnaGrid and we
will execute new performance tests with other applications
such as HMMER, MPI-HMMER, ClustalW and
ClustalW-MPI, in a larger grid deployment involving
hundreds of heterogeneous desktop computers in different
administrative domains. We will implement a shared
storage system more scalable than NFSv3. We also plan to
implement a fault tolerance mechanism for MPI
applications.
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